Aquamantra Gives the Gift of Luck to This Year’s Nominees In “Extra’s”
Award Lounge with its “I Am Lucky” Natural Spring Bottled Water
Emmy® Nominees, Presenters and Leading Television Actors AreBeing Hydrated and Get An
Added Boost of luck In Their VIP Gift Bags
Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) August 21, 2006 -- Aquamantra is cheering on television’s finest with a bottle of
“I Am Lucky” in “Extra’s” premiere gift bag. During this week’s special “Extra” Awards Lounge,
Aquamantra is offering an added benefit of luck via their natural spring bottled water, “I Am Lucky.”
In addition to a bottle of “I Am Lucky” in their premier Jewels and Pinstripes’ gift bag, nominated actresses
and actors are also being hydrated with a year’s supply of Aquamantra’s “I Am Loved,” “I Am Lucky” and “I
Am Healthy” water at a value of $1000.
The “Extra” Awards Lounge takes place on Wednesday, August 23 and Thursday, August 24 at the Hyatt
Regency Century Plaza Hotel. Extra created the suite to celebrate and pamper the Emmy® nominees and
presenters. In addition to hydrating and providing extra luck to invited nominees such as Charlie Sheen,
Dennis Leary, Lisa Kudrow, Kevin James and many others, Aquamantra is excited about participating in the
support of the benefiting charity, Team to Win’s “West Coast Sports Medical Foundation”. “Aquamantra
especially supports empowering our youth to be full participants and active creators of their lives,” said
Aquamantra founder, Alexandra Teklak.
Aquamantra combines Natural Spring Water, packaging and Quantum Physics to inspire consumers to think,
then drink. At a time when many beverage companies are trying new ingredients to lure consumers to their
products, Aquamantra Creator, Alexandra Teklak, is combining the simple ingredients of water and the power
of positive thoughts to create a unique and revolutionary bottled water. Instead of flavors, Aquamantra
currently has three distinct bottled water “mantras” to identify their current line:
“I Am Healthy” “I Am Loved” “I Am Lucky”
Aquamantra’s mission is to encourage and remind people that, “You are What You think and You Are What
You Drink”. By combining positive affirmations also known as “mantras”, with the engaging packaging, each
bottle becomes a tool to remind the consumer to think consciously about being “Healthy’, “Lucky” and/or
“Loved”. The best part about this product is that it’s NOT a gimmick…there is valuable documented science
to back it up.
After seeing the popular movie, “What The Bleep Do We Know”, which was released in 2004, Alexandra
Teklak, founder and creator of Aquamantra, took the messages in this film to heart and to a business idea
that’s exploding out of Orange County, CA.
The movie is a docu-drama which includes eight world-renowned scientists who discuss the underlying
quantum uncertainties of our world and identify how reality is created by us with every thought we have. Dr.
Masaru Emoto, who was featured in the movie, has conducted extensive research over the past nine years with
dramatic results of how thoughts and words written on the containers of water can affect the molecular
structure of water. By utilizing a very high-powered microscope, Dr. Emoto has photographically documented
the changes as seen in his book series, “Hidden Messages in Water.”
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Based on this premise, Aquamantra combined Emoto’s theories, Quantum Physics, affirmations and
beautifully crafted packaging to create a unique line of bottled water that truly emanates Health, Love and
Luck. Science states that “information travels on waves of energy”, Aquamantra states that the affirmations
are the information and the water is the energy. “If you are drinking “I Am Healthy”, it’s because you are
resonating with the energy to be healthy”, says Teklak. The exquisite simplicity of combining Positive Mental
Attitude and Natural Spring Water, was a no-brainer for excited and passionate, Teklak, as she began this
journey to stimulate her soul.
“I love the Aquamantra Water. It is refreshing and sweet! I love the mantras and consciously absorbing such
thoughts and surrounding myself with such positive energy. I proudly take my water places to showoff this
amazing product." - Poppy Moore, Rancho Santa Margarita, CA
The intricate packaging of each of the three bottles also incorporates beautiful engaging artwork from local
Orange County artists that drives the interpretation of these “messages in a bottle.” Aquamantra pledges a
portion of their profits to different charitable organizations. “Its vital that our consumers take part in this
process”, says Teklak. Consumers can consciously choose which charities they want to support, details can be
found at www.aquamantra.com. The website is created as a portal of information and insight about this
amazing concept, the science and a community to learn more about how you truly are what you think.
Julie Kenney, founder and president of Jewels and Pinstripes, the company providing the VIP gift bags to
Extra’s Lounge invitees said of Aquamantra’s water, “With this kind of packaging who wouldn’t consider this
a gift? I’m proud to include Aquamantra in our VIP gift bags for this year’s nominees and presenters.”
Aquamantra is receiving an overwhelming response of eagerness by consumers prior to the official release. It
seems that what people think does matter, inspiring the mind Aquamantra truly does stimulate the soul. To
hydrate your body and stimulate your soul with Aquamantra, visit our website to locate retailers or purchase a
case online…
Catch the Aquamantra wave at Aquamantra.com
Alexandra Teklak is available for interviews.
Aquamantra is available regionally in California, locations available on the website.
Contact:
310/ 792- 9029 310/ 902-2919
Deborah Pietsch of The Pietsch Agency
###
Contact Information
Deborah Pietsch
THE PIETSCH AGENCY
http://www.aquamantra.com
310-792-9029
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